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Existence of a Solution to
a Vector-valued Allen-Cahn Equation with
a Three Well Potential
MARIEL SAEZ TRUMPER
ABSTRACT. In this paper we prove the existence of a vector-





r!1vr cos; r sin  ci for  2 i−1; i;
where W : R2 ! R is a non-negative function that attains its
minimum 0 at fcig3i1, and the angles i are determined by the
function W . This solution is an energy minimizer.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we establish the existence of a vector-valued solution v : R2 ! R2 to





r!1vr cos; r sin  ci for  2 i−1; i;(1.2)
whereW : R2 ! R is a positive function with three local minima, given by fcig3i1,
and the angles i, with 3  2  0, are determined by the potential W (for a
more precise description on how these angles are determined we refer the reader
to definitions (1.7) and (1.8)).
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In [22] an analogous result was proved by P. Sternberg when W has two min-
ima. Later on, Bronsard, Gui and Schatzman [6] considered potentials with three
minima that were equivariant under the symmetry group of the equilateral trian-
gle. Under these conditions they proved existence of a solution to (1.1)–(1.2). The
system of equations given by (1.1) was also studied in [8], but the domains con-
sidered were bounded and Neumann boundary condition was imposed. In that
paper, under appropriate assumptions over the potential W , Flores, Padilla and
Tonegawa established the existence of solutions that join the three minima (c1,
c2 and c3); however, no precise description of the triple junction was provided.
Recently, potentials with four minima were studied in [11], establishing (under
several assumptions over the potential W ) the existence of solutions to (1.1) that
connect all the four wells.
Our interest in this problem is originated in some models of three-boundary
motion. Material scientists working on the theory of transition layers have found
that the motion of grain boundaries is governed by its local mean curvature (see
[15],[16] for example). These models naturally arise as the singular limit of the
parabolic Allen-Cahn equation (see [2]). The expected relation between grain
boundaries motion and the parabolic Allen-Cahn equation can be described as
follows: Consider a positive potential W : Ú  Rn ! R with a finite number of




−Ñu"  rvWu"2"2  0:
As " ! 0 the solutions u" will converge almost everywhere to one of the constants
ci (see [12], [18]). For every t, this creates a partition of Ú  Smi1Úit, whereÚit  fx 2 Ú : u"x; t ! ci as " ! 0g. The interface between these sets
corresponds to the grain boundaries, which evolve under its curvature. When
n  2 and m  3 the solution will describe a “three-phase” boundary motion
that might present “triple-points”, namely points where these 3 boundaries meet.
Bronsard and Reitich [7], via a formal asymptotic expansion, predicted that at
points that are away from the triple junctions and close to the interface between ci
and cj the solutions to (1.3) should be approximated by ijdijx; t=", where






!−1ij  ci; lim!1ij  cj:(1.5)
On the other hand, the analysis performed by Bronsard and Reitich also pre-
dicted the behavior of solutions to (1.3) at points where triple junctions form.
More precisely, they proposed that, after rescaling at one of this points, solutions
to (1.3) will be modeled after a solution to (1.1)–(1.2). However, the existence of
such solution has not been established in the general case before. This is the main
goal of this paper.
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Based on the previous discussion, in order to match the expected behavior of
solutions to (1.3) near double junctions and the one close to triple junctions, we
expect that solutions to (1.1)–(1.2) satisfy an extra condition at infinity. Namely,
solutions to (1.1)–(1.2) should resemble solutions to (1.4)–(1.5) near the half-
lines of direction i. We will implicitly impose this condition throughout the
paper. Therefore, we briefly discuss the existence of solutions to (1.4)–(1.5): For
potentials with two wells the existence of such curves was proved by P. Sternberg
in [22]. However, the problem is more subtle when considering arbitrary three-
well potentials, even if conditions analogous to the ones imposed in [22] hold.
In [1] Alikakos, Betelu´ and Chen provided some examples of potentials where
solutions to (1.4)–(1.5) did not exist for certain i, j. On the other hand, in several
simple cases (such as in the symmetric case studied in [6]) the existence of such
solution curves is known. Furthermore in [1], the authors established appropriate
conditions under which all these solutions in fact do exist. In what follows we will
assume we are in the latter case. Namely, we assume the existence of ij for every i
and j. This and other technical assumptions on the potential W will be discussed
in detail in the following section. At the moment we state the main theorem of
this paper:
Theorem 1.1. Let W : R2 ! R be a proper C3 function that satisfies
(a) W has only three local minima c1, c2 and c3 and Wci  0;
(b) The matrix @2Wu=@ui@uj is positive definite at fcig3i1, that is, the minima
are non-degenerate.
(c) The hessian of the function Wu (which we denote by W 00) is positive semidef-
inite for juj > K, where K > 0 is a fixed real number;
(d) There exist positive constants K1, K2 andm, and a number p  2 such that
K1jujp  Wu  K2jujp for juj m;
(e) Hypothesis 2.1 holds (see the next section for a description of this hypothesis). In
particular, there are solutions to (1.4)–(1.5) for every i and j.
Define
(1.6) —1; 2  infZ 1
0
W 1=2γjγ0jd :
γ 2 C10;1;R2; γ0  1 and γ1  2

:
Consider fig3i1 2 0;2 such that
(1.7)
sin1—c2; c3  sin2—c1; c3  sin3—c1; c2 :
Then for i 2 0;2 such that
(1.8) i  i − i−1
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there is a solution v to (1.1)–(1.2). Moreover, there exists a differentiable function ’




jDwj2 Ww− jD’j2 −W’dx;
we have













We would like to remark that the function’ in Theorem 1.1 will be defined
explicitly in the coming section (more specifically in Subsection 2.2) and it will
capture the behavior at infinity of the solution u to (1.1)–(1.2). In the construc-
tion of this function, hypothesis (e) is required. Relaxations of this hypothesis are
possible, but we will skip them in order to keep the presentation simpler. We also
want to point out that, as discussed in [7], the definitions of i and —i imply that
1 2 3  2 and 3  2  0.
Before proceeding to the coming sections, we would like to briefly outline our
proof of Theorem 1.1 and its organization through the paper. The basic idea is
the following: Let BR denote the ball of radius R and let vR solve equation (1.1)
in BR with Dirichlet boundary condition vRj@Br  ’ (the function ’ is defined
in equation (2.10) and captures the desired behaviour at infinity, as it is discussed
in Remark 2.2 below). The proof of Theorem 1.1 will be equivalent to show
convergence of the solutions vR in an appropriate norm.
In order to prove the convergence result we use the following key observation:
In the unit ball we define the function
uRx  vRRx;
then uR satisfies
−ÑuR  R2rvWuR2  0 for x 2 B1:
Hence for "  1=R, the function u" satisfies
(1.9) −Ñu"  rvWu"2"2  0:
As R ! 1 (or equivalently as " ! 0) we expect vR to converge to the solution v
to (1.1)–(1.2) (this will be proved in Section 5), and correspondingly, we expect
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the limiting solution u" to (1.9) to capture the behavior of v at infinity. Equation
(1.9) has been largely studied (see for example [5] and [17]). This motivates us to
analyze in Section 3 some existing results for (1.9) that apply in our context and
provide useful information for our problem. More precisely, combining results in
[3], [13] and [23] and using — -convergence techniques we prove that the rescaled
u" converge to a function u0 in the L1 norm in the unit ball. Moreover, the
function u0 equals ci in the the angular sectors defined by  2 i−1; i and it
is minimizing for an appropriate functional (eventually, this property will imply
the minimizing result in Theorem 1.1). Hypotheses (d) and (e) are essential in
this section. However, we would like to point out that it is not clear whether
they are just technical conditions (which may be removed) or not. On the other
hand, hypotheses (a) and (b) (which are also used in this section) are natural in
the context of the problem.
In order to finish the proof, in Section 4 we show that the convergence holds in
a norm stronger than L1. The main idea in this computation is to use the parabolic
version of equation (1.9) to interpolate between an approximate solutions to (1.1)
in the ball (which we will denote by U~q) and the real solution. More precisely, we
consider a function h˜" that is a solution to
dh˜"
dt
−Ñh˜"  rvWh˜"2"2  0 for x 2 B1; t 2 0;1;
h˜"x; t  ’"x for x 2 @B1;
h˜"x;0  U~qx for x 2 B1:
The “approximate solution” U~qx depends on ", satisfies U~qx  ’"x for
x 2 @B1 and −ÑU~q  rvWU~q=2"2x ! 0 as " ! 0 point-wise in B1.
Using Theorem 4.1 we prove that in fact h˜" and U~q remain appropriately close
(with respect to the sup norm) in time. We conclude by observing that, as t !1,
it holds that supx2R2 jh˜"x; t − u"xj ! 0. This will imply that in fact u" is
" close to U~q in the sup norm. Also in that section, we use similar techniques
to control the convergence in compact domains of the sequence v" : B1=" ! R2
given by v"x  u"x. The proof of Theorem 1.1 can be easily finished by
combining the elements described above. This is achieved in Section 5.
We would like to remark that the techniques presented in this paper were
already used by the author in similar problems (see [20] and [21]). In general, the
method can be extended as long as the solutions to (1.1) converge to minima of
W as " ! 0 and that approximate solutions with the desired characteristics (such
as U~q in this case) can be constructed.
The author wishes to thank the referee for the very useful comments in im-
proving the exposition, the Max Planck Institute for Gravitational Physics for
providing a great work environment and to Rafe Mazzeo and Alex Freire for very
useful discussions.
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2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY LEMMAS
We divide this section into three subsections. The first one is devoted to several
definitions that will be used in the analysis performed in Section 3. The main
objective of the second subsection is to construct the function’ used in Theorem
1.1. In the final subsection we summarize a collection of existing results that will
be used throughout this paper.
2.1. General definitions In this subsection we will address several general
definitions that will simplify the notation in the coming sections.
Define the function gi : R2 ! R for any p 2 R2 as
(2.1) gip  —ci; p;
where the function — is defined by (1.6). Notice that — can be regarded as a
degenerate distance function. Hence gip represents the distance of a point p
(with respect to the distance function — ) to the critical point ci.
Inspired in [22] we consider the following assumption:
Hypothesis 2.1. Suppose that for every u 2 R2, there exists a curve γiu :










For potentials with two wells the existence of such curves was proved by P.
Sternberg in [22]. He also proved that, when considering a curve that joins the
minima of W , it can be re-parametrized by a curve ij : −1;1 ! −1;1 such
that the curves defined by






as well as (1.4) and (1.5) (where the limits in (1.5) are attained at an exponential
rate). In our situation, if we assume Hypothesis 2.1, the previous construction
can also be carried out (see [7] and [22] for details on this computation). Hence,
in what follows we will work under Hypothesis 2.1 and, in particular, we assume
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that for any pair of minima ci, cj there is a solution to (1.4)–(1.5). We would like
to remark that Hypothesis 2.1 holds for several potentials W (see [1] and [5] for
some explicit examples).
As mentioned in the introduction, we want to relate equation (1.1)–(1.2) with
the following equation in the unit ball:
−Ñu"  rvWu""2  0 for x 2 B1;(2.5)
u"x ’"x for x 2 @B1:(2.6)
where ’" will be properly defined in the coming subsection. This equation moti-











where u : B1 ! R2, ’" : @B1 ! R2. It is easy to check that weak solutions to
(2.5)–(2.6) can be regarded as critical points of (2.7).
We are interested in studying the limiting problem as " ! 0. More specifically,
we expect the limit of the solutions u" to (2.5) will capture the behavior at infinity
of the function v which satisfies (1.1)–(1.2). In particular, we want to show that
it is possible to obtain, as the limit of the functions u", a function u0 that satisfies
(2.8) u0r cos; r sin  ci for  2 i−1; i;
where i  i − i−1 satisfy (1.7). Without loss of generality we are going to
assume that 0  0 and 3  2 .
In order to study the limit of the functions u" we define the following limit









—ci; cjH1@Úju\ @B1 n Øi






where Úiu  fx 2 B1 : ux  cig, ’0x  lim"!0’"x, Øi  fx 2 @B1 :
’0x  cig and H1 is the one dimensional Hausdorff measure.
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2.2. The function’ As described in the introduction, the function’ should
represent the boundary condition at infinity, that is, it should satisfy (1.2). In par-
ticular, we expect the sequence of functions ’" (defined by ’"x  ’x=")
to converge to ci as " ! 0 in the angular sectors of B1 defined by  2 i−1; i
(where the angles i are defined by (1.7)–(1.8)). Moreover, we will construct a
function ’ that, away from the triple point, approximates a solution to (1.9) (we
will make this statement more precise in Section 4).
More precisely, let Li be the half-lines starting at the origin, with direction
i. Away from Li, the function ’ is defined by one of the constants cj (that is,
one of the minima of W ). Notice that in fact cj are solutions to (2.5). Near the
half-lines Li, the function’ will be equal to an appropriate solution to (1.4) (that
we denote ij), evaluated at the distance to Li. These functions are approximate
solutions in a sense to be discussed in Section 4.
We summarize the description above with the following equations: Consider
a smooth function  : R2 ! R such that x  1 when jxj  12 and x  0
for jxj  1, the distance
dix  dx; Li;
and a partition of unity fig6i1 associated to the family of intervals fAjg6j1,
where
























Notice that since Li is a half-line, we have that dix="  dix=".
Remark 2.2. The functions ’" are not only well defined on the boundary of
B1, but also in the interior. Moreover, under these definitions we have that
’0x : lim
"!0
’"x  u0x almost everywhere.
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Furthermore, in Section 4 will be shown that near the boundary (more pre-
cisely, for jxj > ") the function ’" is an “approximate solution” to the equation
(1.1), in the sense that for every x there holds −Ñ’"rvW’"=2"2x!
0 as " ! 0. We will prove that in fact for every  < 1, sup"<jxj<1 ju" −’"j ! 0
as " ! 0. Correspondingly, for v" : B1=" ! R2 defined by v"x  u""x there
holds sup"−1<jxj<1=" jv" −’j ! 0 as " ! 0.
On the other hand, it is not expected that the functions ’" are good ap-
proximations to the solution inside the ball of radius " (or correspondingly, ’
is not a good approximation of v" in the ball of radius "−1). This can be il-
lustrated as follows: The choice of the functions ’" in (2.11) flexible as long as
the features described above are preserved (namely, for jxj > " they approach
u0 and they are an approximated solution to the equation). For example, it is
possible to consider ’˜"x  ’x="  ln"x0. In fact, for every k 2 N there
holds supjxj>" jDk’" − Dk’˜"j ! 0 as " ! 0. However, for every  < "1−
we have min ci < supjxj<" j’˜"x − ’˜ x="j, which contrasts with the sec-
ond inequality in Theorem 4.1. In particular, it is clear that ’˜ cannot be a good
approximation of the solution inside the ball of radius ". Similarly, it is not ex-
pected that ’" approximates the solution u" inside the ball of radius " (or that
the corresponding function v" would be approximated by ’ inside the ball of
radius "−1).
2.3. Technical lemmas Now we state some technical lemmas. The first one
was originally proved in [19]:
Lemma 2.3. Let u"x 2 C2 satisfy (2.5)–(2.6), whereW : R2 ! R is a proper
function in C2 bounded below, with a finite number of critical points (that we label
as fcigmi1), and such that the Hessian of Wu is positive semidefinite for juj  K
for some real number K. Suppose that the functions ’" are uniformly bounded. Then
there is a constant C depending only on uniform bounds over ’" and W , but not on
", such that
sup ju"j  C;
where C only depends on uniform bounds over ’" and W .




 −W 00u"Du" Du" −rvWu" Ñu";
whereW 00 denotes the Hessian matrix ofW and the dot product between two 22
matrices is the standard dot product in R4. Since u" satisfies (2.5), this becomes
(2.12) −Ñ!"  jW 0u"j22"2  W 00u"Du Du"  0:
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If the maximum of !" is attained at the boundary, then it is bounded by the
maximum of W’"x.
Suppose that!" has an interior maximum at x0 and ju"x0j  K. Since x0
is a maximum for !", it holds that Ñ!"x0  0. We also have by hypothesis
that W 00u is positive semidefinite for juj  K, hence
−Ñ!"  jDuWu"j2"2  W 00u"Du" Du"  0:
The inequality is strict (which contradicts (2.12)) unless
jDuWu"j2
"2
 W 00u"Du" Du"  0:
If rvWu"x0  0, we would have u"x0  ci for some i and this implies
(since the maximum is attained at this point) that Wu"x; t  Wci. Hence
we have!"  maxfsupjujK Wu";W’";maxi1;:::;m Wcig.
Since W is a proper function, we conclude the result of the lemma. p
We will also use Lemma A.1 and Lemma A.2 in [4]. We restate them here without
proof:
Lemma 2.4 (Lemma A.1 in [4]). Assume that u satisfies
−Ñu  f in Ú  Rn:
Then
(2.13) jDuxj2  C
 




where C is a constant that depends only on n.
Lemma 2.5 (Lemma A.2 in [4]). Assume that u satisfies
−Ñu  f in Ú  Rn;
u  0 on @Ú;
where Ú is a smooth bounded domain. Then it holds
(2.14)
∥∥Du∥∥2L1Ú  CkfkL1Ú kukL1Ú;
where C is a constant depending only on Ú.
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3. CONVERGENCE IN L1
In this section we show that solutions u" to equation (2.5)–(2.6) converge in L1.
More precisely, we prove the following result.
Proposition 3.1. Let u0 be defined by (2.8). Consider I" and I0 defined by
(2.7) and (2.9) respectively. For ’" defined by (2.10)–(2.11) there exists a sequence
of minimizers u" of I", such that I"u"! I0u0 and u" ! u0 in L1.
As stated in [23], when considering the Neumman boundary condition prob-
lem, Proposition 3.1 follows from results in [3], [13] and [23]. In what follows
we are going to state these results and point out the necessary modifications in our
setting.
Theorem 3.2 ([23]). Let u0 be defined by (2.8) and Ci  fx 2 Ú : u0x 
cig. Consider a domain Ú and partition E; F;G of Ú. Define
FE; F;G  —c1; c2H1@ÚE \ @ÚG —c1; c3H1@ÚE \ @ÚF
 —c3; c2H1@ÚF \ @ÚG:
Then the partition formed by C1, C2 and C3 is an isolated local minimizer of F , that
is
(3.1) FC1; C2; C3  minFE; F;G;
where the minimum is taken over all the partitions E; F;G of Ú satisfying the con-
dition
(3.2) jC1ÑEj  jC2ÑFj  jC3ÑGj  ;
where  is some small positive number.
Remark 3.3. The proof of Lemma 3.1 in [23] implies that this  can be uni-
formly chosen for balls of all radii.















if giu 2 BVÚ for i 2 f1;2;3g;
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It holds for every "h ! 0 that
 For every u"h ! u in L1Ú we have that
I˜0u  lim inf
h!1
I˜"hu"h:
 There is u"h ! u in L1Ú such that
I˜0u  lim sup
h!1
I˜"hu"h:
Proposition 3.5 (Proposition 2.2 in [3]). The function gi is locally Lipschitz-









Remark 3.6. Following the proof of Theorem 3.4 in [3] it is easy to see that
the restriction
Z
Úuxdx  m, imposed by Baldo in his work, can be removed
from Theorem 3.4 without modifying the proof.
Theorem 3.7. [13] Suppose that a sequence of functionals fI"g and a functional
I0 satisfy the following conditions:
(1) if w" ! w0 in L1Ú as " ! 0, then lim inf I"w"  I0w0;
(2) for any w0 2 L1Ú there is a family f"g">0 with " ! w0 in L1Ú and
I""! I0w0;
(3) any family fw"g">0 such that I"w"  C < 1 for all " > 0 is compact in
L1Ú;
(4) there exists an isolated L1-local minimizer u0 of I0; that is, I0u0 < I0w
whenever 0 < ku0 −wkL1Ú   for some  > 0.
Then there exist an "0 > 0 and a family fu"g for " < "0 such that u" is an
L1-local minimizer of I" and u" ! u0 in L1Ú.
Theorem 3.4 establishes conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 3.7 for I˜";Ú (de-
fined by (3.3)) and I˜0 (defined by (3.4)). Theorem 3.2 establishes that u0 is a
local minimizer for I˜0;Ú (condition (4) of Theorem 3.7). We need to show that
these theorems imply that the conditions of Theorem 3.7 also hold for I" and
I0 (defined by (2.7) and (2.9), respectively). In addition, we need to prove that
condition (3) holds for these functionals.
Lemma 3.8. Theorem 3.2 implies that u0 is a local minimizer for I0.
Proof. Let Ci  fx 2 B1 : u0x  cig and for any w let Úiw  fx 2
B1 : wx  cig. Consider  for B1 as in Theorem 3.2. We are going to show by
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contradiction that for every w such that wx 2 fcig3i1 almost everywhere and
jC1ÑÚ1wj  jC2ÑÚ2wj  jC3ÑÚ3wj  
there holds that
I0u0  I0w:
Suppose that there is a w such that
(3.6) jC1ÑÚ1wj  jC2ÑÚ2wj  jC3ÑÚ3wj  
and
(3.7) I0u0 > I0w:
Consider  > 0 and B1 . Define
I" u  I˜";B1 u:
Notice first that u0 (given by (2.8)) is well defined for every x 2 R2. In particular,
it is well defined for every x 2 B1 for any  > 0. Hence, we can define
(3.8) wx 
8><>:
wx if x 2 B¯1;
u0x if x 2 B1 n B1:
Let
C˜i  fx 2 B1 : u0x  cig;
Ú˜iw  fx 2 B1 : wx  cig:
Using definition (3.8) and equation (3.6) we also have
(3.9) jC˜1ÑÚ˜1wj  jC˜2ÑÚ˜2wj  jC˜3ÑÚ˜3wj  :
Notice that every subset on the boundary where w does not agree with u0
becomes an interior boundary term for w in B1 . By the definition of I0 we
have that
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Inequality (3.7) implies that
(3.10) I0 w < I0 u0;
which together with (3.9) contradicts the local minimality ofu0 given by Theorem
3.2. p
Proof of Proposition 3.1. In what follows, we are going to show that Theorem
3.4 and Proposition 3.5 imply conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 3.7 for the
functionals defined by (2.7) and (2.9).
Recall that ’" is given by (2.11), ’0  lim"!0’", and ’0  u0 a.e.
Proof of condition (1). Let
(3.11) w" ! w0 in L1:
As in the proof of Lemma 3.8, consider  > 0 and define
I" u  I˜";B1 u;(3.12)
w" x 
8><>:
w"x if x 2 B¯1;




w0x if x 2 B¯1;
’0x if x 2 B1 n B1:
(3.14)
Notice that, again, the boundary portions of w0 that do not agree with ’0
become interior boundaries of w0 . Hence, as before, if I0 w0 , 1, we have
that




Using (3.11) and definitions (3.13) and (3.14) we have that
w" ! w0 in L1:
Theorem 3.4 and Remark 3.6 imply that
(3.16) I0 w0   lim inf"!0 I

" w" :
We can explicitly compute that
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It is also easy to check that
(3.18) I" w"  I"w" I˜";B1 nB1’":
Equations (3.17) and (3.18) imply that
I" w"!1 if and only if I"w" !1:
We can assume that lim inf"!0 I"w" < 1 (otherwise the result is trivial).















I0w0  lim inf
"!0
I"w";
which proves the result. p
Proof of condition (2). The proof of condition (2) follows directly from the
proof in [3] of the equivalent statement. Hence, we are going to follow Baldo’s
proof, use some of his constructions and point out the necessary modifications in
our setting. For more details, we refer the reader to [3].
As in the proof of condition (1), let I" be defined by (3.12), that is
I" u  I˜";B1 u:
Considerw0 2 fcig3i1, such that I0w0 <1 (otherwise the result is trivial).
As before, we extend the domain to B1 , for some  > 0, and we extend w0 by
’0 outside the unit ball. We label this extension as w0 .
Let " be the sequence of functions given by Theorem 3.4 that satisfy " !
w0 in L1 and I" "! I0 w0 .
We can writew0 
P3
i1 ci1Úi . The functions " constructed by Baldo in [3]
are uniformly bounded functions, that "-near the boundaries @Úi \ @Új \ B1
are equal to the geodesic ij . In the interior ofÚi, " approaches ci uniformly. In
particular, we have that " ! w0 almost everywhere and it is uniformly bounded.
By dominated convergence theorem we have that the restriction of " to B1, that
we will label as ", converges to w0 in the L1 norm.
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As in the proof of (1), we have




By the definitions of I" , I" , " and ", for every  > 0 holds that
(3.20) I" "   I"":




















which finishes the proof. p
Proof of condition (3). We will follow the proof in [22]. Suppose that I"w" 
C <1 for some family fw"g">0.
Define
G"x  g1w"x:















Hypothesis (d) of Theorem 1.1 implies that the functions w" are uniformly
bounded in LpB1 for some p. Hence, G" are uniformly bounded in L1B1 and
kG"kBVB1  C:
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Since bounded sequences in BV are compact in L1(see [9]), there is a subse-
quence G" convergent to G0 in L1. This function G0 takes the form
G0x 
8>>>><>>>>:
0 if x 2 C1;
g1c2 if x 2 C2;
g1c3 if x 2 C3:
Since c1 is the only value x such that g1x  0 and g1 is continuous, we
have that there is a subsequence fw"jg that converges in measure to c1 on C1. The
uniform bounds in Lp (provided by hypothesis (d)) imply that fw"jg converge on
C1 also in the L1 norm. The proof can be finished by repeating the same argument
for g2 and g3. p
Using Theorem 3.7 and that Lemma 3.8 implies condition (4), we conclude the
result of Proposition 3.1. p
From Theorem 3.7 we conclude the following corollary:
Corollary 3.9. Let u0 be defined as in Theorem 3.7. Then there is a subsequence
of the family fu"g that converges point-wise almost everywhere to u0.
4. UNIFORM CONVERGENCE
In this section we focus on improving the convergence bounds proved in the pre-
vious section. Namely, we prove the following result.
Theorem 4.1. Fix 0 <  < 1. Let 0 <   "1−; then for everym > 0 there is
a constant C (that might depend on  and m) such that
 supjxj" ju" −’"j  C"m.
 supjxj"=2 ju"x−ux="j  C"m.
There are two main ingredients in the proof of this theorem. The first is
the construction of a function U~q that satisfies U~qx  ’"x for x 2 B1 n B" ,
U~qx  u"x=" for x 2 B"=2 and j−ÑU~qrvWU~q=2"2jx! 0 point-
wise; the second one is Theorem 4.3. The idea is the following: We consider U~q
as the initial condition for the parabolic equation (1.3) in the unit ball. Since U~q
is almost a solution to this equation, we expect that the actual solution to (1.3)
will stay close U~q. This assertion it is ensured by Theorem 4.3. However, in order
to apply that theorem, it is necessary to consider solutions to an equation with
0 boundary condition. For this reason, instead of considering equation (1.3) we
take (4.15)–(4.16)–(4.17) (which correspond to subtracting the function U~q from
the solution to (1.3)). We finally conclude Theorem 4.1 by observing that our
solution to (1.3) converges to u" as t !1.
We would also like to remark that the minimizing property of solutions u"
will not be used in this section. In fact, the construction presented here would
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work for any type of critical point of the functional I" with the appropriate bound-
ary values. However, the minimizing property will be used again in Section 5 in
order to show the minimizing statement of Theorem 1.1.
Now we proceed with the construction of the function U~q. Since this function
depends also on other parameters besides " (such as  above and  , which will be
shortly introduced), we use the subindex ~q, which stands for ~q  "; ;.
Let






Consider a positive function  : R ! R such that x  0 for jxj  12 and
x  1 for jxj  1. Fix 0 <  < 1 and
(4.1) E  2" − "2m4−:










Notice that the function y satisfies y  0 for jyj  "−1 − E=" and






it satisfies "y  0 for jyj  "−E (where E is defined by (4.1)) and "y  1
for jyj  ".
We will denote byHÚ the heat kernel in Ú  R2. A more detailed description
and some properties of the heat kernel can be found in Appendix A.
Let
(4.2) Q  f"; ; 2 0;1 0;1 0;1 :   "1−g:
Define for ~q  "; ; 2 Q the function








Let us denote by CS the set of continuous functions from S to R2. For ~q as
above consider the function F~q : CB1="0;T CB1=" ! CB1="0;T defined by









HB1=" x;y; t ydy .
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Notice that, for a given  , Duhamel’s formula implies that, if there is a fixed
point h~q; of F~q ; , it would satisfy
dh~q; 
dt
−Ñh~q;  rvWh~q;  V~q2  ÑV~q in B1=";(4.3)
h~q; x; t  0 on @B1=";(4.4)
h~q; x;0   x in B1=":(4.5)
The next lemma shows the existence of such a fixed point.
Lemma 4.2. Fix a uniformly bounded continuous function  " and ~q 2 Q,
where Q is defined by (4.2). The function F~q ;  : CB10;T ! CB10;T has
a unique fixed point that we label h~q; . Moreover, for K > 0 and functions w~q
satisfying jw~qj  K, there are constants M and  (that might depend on K), such that
for every T  0 there holds
(4.6) sup
B1="T ;T2=M






jF~qw~q; −w~qj  sup
x2B1="
jw~q − h~q; jx; T

:
We postpone the proof of this lemma to Appendix A.
From Lemma 4.2 we can prove the following theorem (which provides one of
the essential tools in the proof of Theorem 4.1):
Theorem 4.3. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 4.2, one of the two following
alternatives holds:
(1) limn!1 supB1="n0;Tn jwn − h~qn; n j  0, or
(2) there is a constant C, independent of ~qn and Tn such that
(4.7) sup
B1="0;Tn
jwn − h~qn; nj  C sup
B1="0;Tn
jF~qnwn; n−wnj:
Remark 4.4. In Theorem 4.3 it is possible to choose Tn  1 for every n.






jwnj  K; and ~qn 2 Q:
Suppose that neither (1) nor (2) hold. Then there are subsequences such that
lim
n!1 supB1="n0;Tn
jwn − h~qn; nj , 0(4.8)




jwn − h~qn; n j  n sup
B1="n0;Tn
jF~qnwn; n−wnj:(4.9)
The a priori bounds shown in Theorem A.3 and the boundedness hypothesis




jF~qnwn; n−wnj ! 0:
Applying inequality (4.6) recursively we have that for every 0  T < 1 there
is a constant that depends on T (but independent of ~qn) such that
(4.11) sup
B1="n0;T
jwn − h~qn; nj  CT sup
B1="n0;T
jF~qnwn; n−wnj:
Therefore if the Tn are uniformly bounded, case (2) holds trivially, which contra-
dicts (4.9). Hence we may assume Tn !1. We will show that in this case
lim
n!1 supB1="n0;Tn





Snn2N : 0  Sn  Tn; limn!1 supB1="n0;Sn
jwn − h~qn; nj  0
o
:
For the set of sequences in R we consider the topology defined on the basis of
open sets given by BSnn2N  fS˜nn2N : S˜n  0and supn2N jSn − S˜nj 
g for any  > 0. Notice that in particular (4.11) implies that  is a non-empty
set, since at least Sn  infn Tn 2 .
Claim 4.5.  is open.










jF~qnwn; n−wnj  sup
x2B1="n
jwn − h~qn; njx; Sn

:
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jwn − h~qn; nj  0;
and B2=M \   . Hence  is open. p
Claim 4.6.  is closed.
Proof. Suppose that Sk  Sknn 2  satisfy Sk ! S˜  S˜nn as k ! 1. By
the definition of the topology we have that there is a k0 such that for every n 2 N
and k  k0 holds jSkn − S˜nj  2=M. Using inequality (4.6) we have
sup
B1="nSk0n ;S˜n









jwn − h~qn; njx; Sk0n 

:
Using that Sk0n n 2  and (4.10), when n!1 we have
sup
B1="n0;S˜n





jwn − h~qn; n j; sup
B1="nSk0n ;S˜n
jwn − h~qn; n j
o
! 0:
Therefore S˜ 2  and  is closed. p
Since  is open, closed and non-empty we conclude that   fSnn2N : 0 
Sn  Tng. In particular Tnn 2 , which contradicts (4.8) and proves the
theorem. p
Following the proof of Theorem 4.3 we obtain the next result:
Corollary 4.7. Consider the sequences  n, wn, ~qn 2 Q, and Tn > 0 as in
Theorem 4.3. Assume in addition that there are constants C,m such that
sup
B1="n0;Tn
jF~qnwn; n−wnj  C"mn :
Then for every m˜ < m there holds either
(1) limn!1 supB1="n0;Tnjwn − h~qn; n j="m˜n   0, or
(2) there is a constant C, independent of ~qn and Tn such that
(4.12) sup
B1="n0;Tn
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In particular, there is a constant C such that
sup
B1="n0;Tn
jwn − h~qn; nj  C"m˜n :
Now we would like to rescale the estimates of the previous theorem and
corollary to the unit ball. Namely, instead of considering the function h~q; "" :
B1="  0; T="2! R2 we define the function k~q; "" : B1  0; T ! R2 by









Notice that, under this definition, for every " > 0 we can write the left hand side
of equation (4.7) as
sup
B1="0;T="2
jh~q; "" x; t−w"x; tj  sup
B10;T
jk~qx; t−w"" x; tj;
where w"" x; t  w"x="; t="2.
Now we would like to rescale the right hand side of inequality (4.7). Notice
that by applying the function F~q to any pair of continuous functions w", ’" we
obtain a continuous function F~qw"" ; "" : B1="  0; T="2! R2, which satisfies
(via Duhamel’s formula) the following equation:
dF~qw"; "
dt







F~qw"; "x; t  0 for x 2 @B1=" ;
F~qw"; "x;0   "x for x 2 B1=" :
Let us define the function L~q : CB10;T  CB1 ! CB10;T as









where as beforew"" x; t  w"x="; t="2 and similarly ""x; t   "x="; t="2.
A simple computation shows that for any w"" ,  "" the function obtained by evalu-
ating L~q at w"" ; "", denoted by L~qw"" ; "", satisfies
dL~qw"" ; ""
dt
−ÑL~qw"" ; "" rvWw""  U~q2"2  ÑU~q in B1  0; T;
L~qw"" ; ""x; t  0 for x 2 @B1 ;
L~qw"" ; ""x;0   ""x for x 2 B1 ;
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Using again Duhamel’s formula we conclude that


















HB1x;y; t ""ydy .
In particular, we have that k~q; defined by (4.13) is a fixed point of L~q ; .
Hence, the right hand side of equation (4.7) reads
sup
B1="0;T="2
jF~qw"; "−w"j  sup
B10;T
jL~qw"" ; "−w"" j:
In this context we can re-formulate Theorem 4.3 (dropping the super-indices
to simplify the notation) as follows.
Theorem 4.8. Let k~qn; be defined by (4.13). Then is the unique fixed point of
L~qn ; . Moreover, for any fixed K > 0 and sequences of continuous functions  n,
wn satisfying sup j nj, sup jwnj  K and vectors ~qn 2 Q and Tn > 0 there holds
either
(1) limn!1 supB10;Tn jk~qn; nx; t−wnx; tj  0 or
(2) there is a constant C, independent of n, ~qn and Tn such that
sup
B10;Tn
jk~qn; nx; t−wnx; tj  C sup
B10;Tn
jL~qnwn; n−wnj;
where ~qn  "n;n;n.
Now we can devote ourselves to prove Theorem 4.1. We divide the proof into
two steps: Lemma 4.9 and Lemma 4.10.





 ÑU~q in B1;
k~q; x; t  0 on @B1 ;(4.16)
k~q; x;0   in B1 ;(4.17)
where Pk~q;  dk~q; =dt−Ñk~q; . In order to simplify the notation, when  0






jk~qx; tj  0:
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In order to do this computation we will use several estimates from Appendix A.
Thereafter we will conclude the proof of Theorem 4.1 by showing in Lemma 4.10
that for every fixed " there is a sequence 0 < tn % 1 satisfying
lim
n!1 supB1
jk~qx; tn−u" U~qj  0:










Theorem 4.8 implies that (by choosing w"   "  0)
(4.18) sup
B10;1
jk~qj  C sup
B10;1
jL~q0;0j:
Set S"  supB10;1 jL~q0;0j (possibly infinity). Fix  > 0 and notice that,
by definition of supremum, there is a t" such that
sup
x2B1
jL~q0;0x; t"− S"j  
(or when S"  1 pick t" such that supx2B1 jL~q0;0x; t"j  −1).
We will show that, independently of , holds supx2B1 jL~q0;0jx; t" ! 0














Notice that for jxj  " − E we have
−rvWU~q
"2
ÑU~q  −rvWu" "2 Ñu"  0:
Hence, (4.19) implies
(4.20) jL~q0;0jx; t  I1x; t I2x; t;







HB1x;y; t − s
−rvW’""2 Ñ’"






HB1x;y; t − s

−rvWU~q"2  "Ñ’" Ñ"h" −’"r" Du" −’"

y; sdy ds .
Now we find bounds for I1 and I2. For each of these integrals we will consider
two ranges for the variable t, namely t  T and t  T , where T > 0 is any fixed
positive constant.
Bounds over I1: Since " < " (when " < 1) we have that for every jxj  "




















































Since the functions j depend only on the angle , we have that
Ñj  00jr 2 and jrjj  j0jj:
In particular for jxj  "
jÑjj  4j00j j"2 and jrjj  j0jj:
Recall that for  2 i − =2; i  =2 we have 2i  1 and j  0 for every




Ñ’"  0 for  2 i − 2 ; i  2

:
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Now we need to find bounds for  2 i  =2; i1 − . Notice first that
jÑj  00r 2
  Kr 2  K"2 for jxj  ";(4.22)
jrj 
0r
  Kr  K" for jxj  ":(4.23)



















































Using Hypothesis 2.1 we have that there are constants K, c > 0 such thatrvW’""2 Ñ’"
  Ke−cdi=""2(4.24)
for jxj  " and  2






Furthermore, for jxj > " and  2 i=2; i1−=2 we have jdij  " sin.
Hence, rvW’""2 Ñ’"
  Ke−c" sin=""2(4.25)
for jxj > " and  2






Now we proceed to find bounds in two different cases:
(1) Suppose that t  T . Equations (4.21) and (4.25) imply







HB1x;y; t − sdy ds:
Using Lemma A.1 we have
(4.26) I1x; t  KT e
−c" sin="
"2
for every x 2 B1 and 0  t  T:
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HB1x;y; t − sf"y; sdy ds:
Then
I1  I11  I12  I13:
By Theorem A.2 we have that jHB1x;y; t − sj  C=t − s; then
















Using again Theorem A.2, for jx −yj  pt − s=t we have
jHB1x;y; t − sj  O1=t−1:


















Finally, using Lemma A.1 we have
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Combining the previous estimates we obtain
(4.27) I1x; t  C e
−cdi="
"2
for every x 2 B1 and t  T:
Bounds over I2: Using the definitions of U~q, ’", Theorem A.3, and Lemma
2.4, we have −rvWU~q"2  "Ñ’"
  C"2 ;
jÑ" (h" −’" j  CE2 ;





(1) For t  T















Theorem A.2 implies that for t−s  "m2 there is a constant C independent
of x, y such that jH x;y; t − sj  C="m2. Moreover, by definition








































H x;y; t − sdy ds:
Using that t  T , Lemma A.1 and the definition of E, we conclude
(4.28) I2x; t  C"m4E2"





) I2x; t  C"m for x 2 B1 and 0  t  T:
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(2) For t  T , the previous estimates show that the integrand of I2 can be

























































As before, Theorem A.2 implies jHB1j  C=t−s and that for jx−yj 

































Therefore, for t  T and p < 2 there holds




 "2  "2
!
 C"2:
Now we can conclude the result of lemma by combining (4.26), (4.27), (4.28)
in (4.29) in (4.20) and (4.18). More precisely:
sup
B10;1
jk~qj  C e
−c" sin="
"2
 C"m  C"m;
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where C depends on  andm. This implies the desired lemma. p
To finish the proof of Theorem 4.1 we need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.10. Fix " > 0 and let k~q be the solution of (4.15)–(4.16)–(4.17).
Then, there is a sequence of times tn % 1 such that
lim
n!1 supB1
jk~qx; tn−u"xU~qxj  0:
Proof. Corollary A.8 in the appendix shows that for every t > 0 there is a
constant C such that jDk~qx; tj  C=". Similarly, by taking derivatives on the
equation, we can find bounds over the second and third space derivatives (these
bounds will depend on "). Since " is fixed, using Arzela-Ascoli’s theorem we con-
clude that for every sequence tn % 1 there is a subsequence k~qx; tn that con-
verges in C2. Let us denote this limit by k1~q x and the convergent subsequence
ftngn2N as well.
We will show that k1~q x satisfies
Ñk1~q x  rvWk1~q  U~q"2 −ÑU~q for x 2 B1;(4.30)
k1~q x  0 for x 2 @B1:(4.31)
First we need to show that for every  > 0 the sequence k~qx; tn   also











Using Theorem A.3 and the definition of U~q, it is easy to see that Jt is







rk~q  rk~qt 
rWk~q U~q
"2
















Therefore J is bounded below and decreasing, hence it converges. Moreover, for




k~q2t x; sdx ds  Jtn− Jtn  ! 0:
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Hence k~qx; tn − k~qx; tn converges to 0 almost everywhere. Let us
show that this convergence is also uniform. Suppose that
supx2B1 jk~qx; tn   − k~qx; tnj 6! 0 as n ! 1. Then there is a  > 0 and a
subsequence of times such that
(4.32) sup
x2B1
jk~qx; tn  − k~qx; tnj  :
As before, there is subsequence of these ftng such that k~qx; tn  − k~qx; tn
converges uniformly. Since it converges almost everywhere to 0, the uniform limit
must be 0 contradicting (4.32).
Since Jtn − Jtn   ! 0, from the definition for J and the previous
estimate we can see thatZ
B1
jrk~qj2x; tn− jrk~qj2x; tn  dx ! 0 as n !1:
As above, we can conclude that this convergence is almost everywhere and uni-
form. Standard parabolic estimates imply also that k~qx; tn   − k~qx; tn
converges in the C2 norm.
Now we can prove that k1~q is a solution to the elliptic equation (4.30). Since
k~q solves equation (4.15)–(4.16)–(4.17), we have that for any ’ 2 C1B1
Z
B1






 Ñk~qy; tn  − rvWk1~q "2 y; tn  −ÑU~q
!
’ydy d:
Letting n!1, we get
Z
B1
 Ñk1~q − rvWk1~q "2 −ÑU~q
!
’ydy  0:
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Moreover, since for every t there holds k~qx; tj@B1  0 it must hold that k1~q j@B1 
0. Uniqueness of solutions implies that necessarily k1~q  u" − U~q, which proves
the lemma. p
Now the proof of Theorem 4.1 is direct.




ju" −U~qj  sup
B1





ju"x−U~qx− k~qx; tnj  C"m:
Taking tn ! 1, we have
sup
B1
ju" − U~qj  C"m:
Recalling the definition of U~q we have the result. p
It is easy to see that the size of the radius of the inner ball in Theorem 4.1 (that is
the ball where u"x−ux=" converges to 0) can be increased to ". Namely,
we let
U˜~qy  ˜"y’"y 1− ˜"yuy;
where ˜ : R ! R is a positive function such that ˜x  0 for jxj  1 and




















for jxj  2" − E:
Hence, following the proof of Theorem 4.1, but changing U~q for U˜~q we have the
following result.
Corollary 4.11. Fix 0 <  < 1. Let 0 <   2"1−. Then for every m > 0
there is a constant C (that might depend on  and m) such that
 supjxj2" ju" −’"j  C"m.
 supjxj" ju"x−ux="j  C"m.
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Using Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 we can also prove the following result.
Corollary 4.12. Fix 0 <  < 1. Let 0 <   2"1−. Then for every m > 0
there is a constant C (that might depend on  and m) such that
 supjxj" jDu" −D’"j  C"m.
 supjxj" jDu"x− ="Dux="j  C"m.
Proof. We start by proving the first inequality of the corollary. To prove this
inequality we estimate separately in two different sets, namely we first prove the
inequality for x 2 B1−"=2 n B" and then for x 2 B1 n B1−"=2 (in fact, in the
second step we find a bound in a larger set: B1 n B3=4).
We consider the function u" −’" in the domain B1 n B"=2. Then
Ñu" −’"  rWu"−rW’""2 −Ñ’"  rW’""2 :

































Using Theorem 4.1 and the estimates for j−Ñ’"rW’"="2j in its proof
we have form > 0 a constant C (that depends onm and ) such that
jDu" −’"j2x  C"m;
for x 2 B1−"=2 n B" .
In order to find bounds for x 2 B1 nB1−"=2 we consider a smooth function 
such that x  1 for x  34 and   0 for x  12 and we consider the function
u" −’" (notice that in fact this will provide bounds in a larger set, namely
B1 n B3=4). Then u" −’" satisfies
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Lemma 2.5, Theorem 4.1 and the previous estimates imply that
jDu" −’"j2x  jDu" −’"j2x  C"m for 34  jxj  1;
finishing the proof of the first inequality.
Now we need to prove the second inequality. Let u"x  ux=". To
prove the second estimate we consider u"x−u"x in B3"=2. Since
Ñu" −u"  rWu"−rWu""2 ;






ju" −u" j sup
jxj"=2
rWu"−rWu""2












Corollary 4.11 implies that for everym > 0 there is a constant C such that
jDu" −u"j2  C"m;
which finishes the proof. p
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
Let
(5.1) v"x  u""x:
It holds
−Ñv" rvWv"  0 for x 2 B1=";
v"x ’x for x 2 @B1=":
We define the following sequence of continuous functions v˜" : R2 ! R2
(5.2) v˜"x 
8><>:
v"x for jxj  1=";
’x if jxj  1=":
We will divide the proof of Theorem 1.1 into two different theorems: Theo-
rem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2. First we prove the following result.
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Theorem 5.1. There is a subsequence of v˜" such that v˜" ! v uniformly on
compact sets as " ! 0 and v satisfies




Proof. Recall first that v˜" is given by (5.2). We will use the following strategy
to prove Theorem 5.1:
(1) Using the results of Section 4, we show that v˜" is a Cauchy sequence in the
sup norm. Therefore, v˜" has a uniform limit v.
(2) Using the definition of v˜" and the first step, we show that the limit v satisfies
(5.4).
(3) Finally, we represent v" via Green’s formula in compact sets. Taking limits,
we conclude that v satisfies (5.3).
Now we prove these steps:
Proof of Step 1: fv˜"g is a Cauchy sequence in the sup norm. Consider  > 0 and
take 0 <  < " < 1. We will show that there is an "0 such that for every
0 <  < " < "0
jv˜"x− v˜ xj   for every x 2 R2:
We will mainly use Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.11 with   12 .
 If jxj  "−1=2:
Notice first, that also holds jxj  −1=2 (since  < "). By the definitions of
v˜" and v" we have that







where y  "x. Notice that jyj  "jxj  "1=2. Corollary 4.11 implies that
there is a "0 such that for every " < "0
(5.5) jv˜"x− v˜ xj   for jxj  "−1=2:
 If jxj  "−1=2 and jxj  −1=2:
By the definition of ’ and ’" we have that
’x ’""x ’x:
This implies
(5.6) jv˜"x− v˜ xj  jv˜"x−’""xj  j’x− v˜ xj:
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If jxj  "−1, by definition v˜"x ’""x, hence
(5.7) jv˜"x−’""xj  0:
For "−1=2  jxj  "−1, by definition v˜"x  u""x. It also holds that
j"xj  ""−1=2. Therefore, Theorem 4.1 implies that there is an "1 such that
for every " < "1
jv˜"x−’""xj  2 for x 2 B1:(5.8)
Combining (5.7) and (5.8) we have that for " < "1
jv˜"x−’""xj  2 for jxj  "
−1=2:(5.9)
Since  < " < "1 it also holds that
jv˜ x−’xj  2 for jxj  
−1=2:(5.10)
Equations (5.6), (5.9) and (5.10) imply that
jv˜"x− v˜ xj   for jxj  "−1=2; jxj  −1=2:(5.11)
 If "−1=2  jxj  −1=2:
Let us fix any x in this range and define ˜  1=jxj2. As before,
’x ’""x ’˜˜x:
Then, we have




where y  ˜x. As before if jxj  "−1, by definition
(5.13) jv˜"x−’""xj  0:
If "−1=2  jxj  "−1, by definition v˜"x  u""x. Hence, Theorem 4.1
implies that there is a "2 such that for every " < "2
(5.14) jv˜"x−’""xj  3 :
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Combining (5.13) and (5.14) we have for " < "2
jv˜"x−’""xj  3 for "
−1=2  jxj  −1=2:(5.15)
By the definition of ˜ we have that j˜xj  1=jxj  ˜ 1=2 and ˜  ".
Hence, using Theorem 4.1 for ˜  " < "2 we have
j’˜˜x−u˜˜xj  3 for "
−1=2  jxj  −1=2:(5.16)
Finally, as j˜xj  ˜ 1=2 and   ˜  ˜ 1=2, Corollary 4.11 implies that
there is an "3 such thatu˜ ˜x− v˜  ˜x˜
  3 for "−1=2  jxj  −1=2:(5.17)
Equations (5.15), (5.16) and (5.17) in (5.12) imply that
jv˜"x− v˜ xj   for "−1=2  jxj  −1=2:(5.18)
Combining equations (5.5), (5.11) and (5.18) we conclude that v˜" : R2 ! R2
is a Cauchy sequence in the sup norm, hence there is a continuous function vx
such that v˜" ! v uniformly in R2 as " ! 0. p
Proof of Step 2: v satisfies (5.4). Consider any sequence of points xn such that
jxnj ! 1. Showing that limn!1 jvxn−’xnj  0 is equivalent to (5.4). Let
"n  1=jxnj. Then for any  > 0 the definition of v˜"n implies:




Taking n !1, Step (1) implies that
lim
n!1 jvxn−’xnj ! 0;
which finishes the proof. p
Proof of Step 3: v satisfies (5.3). Let us fix a ball of radius  in R2. In every
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whereK is the Green’s function in the ball. Since in B we have v" ! v uniformly












−Ñv rvWv  0 for x 2 B: p
Since this is true for arbitrary x and , we have that v satisfies (5.3) for every
x 2 R2, which concludes the proof of the theorem. p


















jDwj2 Ww− jD’j2 −W’dy if w 2 V ;
1 otherwise:
The energy G is bounded below and the solution v described by Theorem 5.1














and consider v" as in the previous theorem. We will divide the proof of Theorem
5.2 into the following steps:
(i) v" is a minimizer for G˜" among w" 2 H1B"−1. This implies that v"
minimizes G"w  G˜"w− G˜"’ in the same class of functions.
(ii) The sequence G"v" is convergent.
(iii) v 2 V .
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(iv) For every w in V there exists a sequence w" such that w" 2 H1B"−1,
w"j@B"−1 x ’x and G"w"! Gw.
(v) G"v"! Gv.
(vi) Conclude the result using the previous steps.
Proof of Step (i). Notice first that for every w" 2 H1B"−1 satisfying the con-
dition w"j@B"−1  ’x there holds that w"" x  w"x=" 2 H1B1 and
w"" j@B1  ’"x. Recall that u" is a minimizer for I" (defined by (2.7)), that
is, for every w"" 2 H1B1 satisfying w"" j@B1 ’"x there holds
I"u"  I"w"" :














G˜"v"  G˜"w"; for every w" 2 H1B1=":
By subtracting G˜"’ we get
G"v"  G"w"; for every w" 2 H1B1=":
Proof of Step (ii). Fix 0 < " <  . We need to show that G"v" is a Cauchy
sequence. Namely, we prove that for every  > 0 there is an "0 such that
jG"v"−G vj   for ",   "0.
We will study separately two cases:   p" and  < p".










(jDv"j2 − jDv j2 Wv"−Wvdx
 
















jDv"j2 − jDv j2 Wv"−Wvdx:





























jDu"j2 − jDu" j2 Wu"−Wu"2
 dx:
Notice that since   p", we have that "=  p". Then using Theo-
rem 4.1 and Corollaries 4.11 and 4.12 we have that for every m there is a
constant, that depends onm, such that
(5.21) jG"v"−G vj  C"m:









(jDv"j2 − jDv j2 jWv"−Wvjdx 
















(jDv"j2 − jDv j2 jWv"−Wvjdx:















jDu"j2 − jDu" j2 Wu"−Wu" "2
 dx:
Since  > ", we have that =
p
"  p . Then, Theorem 4.1 and Corollar-
ies 4.11 and 4.12 imply that for everym there is a constant, that depend on
m, such that
(5.22) jG"v"−Gvj  C"m  m:
We conclude from (5.21) and (5.22) that for every m > 0 there is a constant
C such that
jG"v"−Gvj  C"m  m:
Therefore G"v" is a Cauchy sequence of real numbers, thus convergent.
Proof of Step (iii). Following the same method of the previous step we can






jv"−’j are Cauchy sequences











That is, v 2 V .
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Proof of Step (iv). Consider a smooth function  satisfying x  1 for jxj 
1
2 and x  0 for jxj  1. Define











(jDw  1− D’ Dw −’j2 − jD’j2dx


















(jDw −D’j  jw −’jdx:




Proof of Step (v). The previous step implies there is a v˜" such that
G"v˜"! Gv:
Since v" is a minimizer of G" we have that
G"v"  G"v˜":
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Proof of Step (vi). Consider w 2 V , then take w" as in Step (iv). Then the
minimality of v" implies
G"v"  G"w":
Taking limits as " ! 0 we conclude that
Gv  Gw;
which finishes the proof. p
APPENDIX A.
In this appendix we present a collection of technical results used in the previous
sections.
We start by stating some results about the heat kernel, used mainly in Section
4. Consider a ball B  R2. ThenHB can be described as follows:
d
dt
−ÑxHBx;y; t  0 for x; y 2 B and t > 0;(A.1)
HBx;y; t  0 whenever x 2 @B;(A.2)
lim
t!0
HBx;y; t  yx for x 2 B:(A.3)




−Ñxux; t  fx; t for x 2 B and t > 0;
ux; t  0 whenever x 2 @B;
ux;0  gx for x 2 B;
can be represented as









We will use this representation to prove the following lemmas. Let us define P to
be the heat operator, that is
(A.5) Pu  d
dt
u−Ñu:
First we prove some bounds overHB :
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HBx;y; t − sdy ds  t − s:(A.7)





HBx;y; t − sdy ds
satisfies the equation
Pvx; t  0 for x 2 B;(A.8)
vx; t  0 whenever x 2 @B;(A.9)
vx; s  1 for x 2 B:(A.10)
Since the function 0 is a sub-solution to (A.8)–(A.9)–(A.10) we have that
0  vx; t:
Similarly, the function 1 is a super-solution. Hence,
vx; t  1;
which proves (A.6). Equation (A.7) follows by integrating inequality (A.6).
We also include without proof the following theorem (see [10], [14] for ex-
ample).
Theorem A.2 (Theorem 3.1 in [10]). Let M be an n dimensional compact
Riemannian manifold with boundary. Then there is a Dirichlet heat kernel, that is a
function
H 2 C1MM 0;1:
satisfying (A.1)–(A.3)–(A.2).
The smoothness ofH x;x; t may be described as follows
H x;x; t  t−n=2Ax; t Bx; t
with A 2 C1M 0;1 and B is supported near the boundary, where in local
coordinates x0; xn 2 U 0  0; ˜ M, U 0  Rn−1 open, one has







; b 2 C1u0 R  0;1pt
with bx0; n; t rapidly decaying as  n !1.
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Now we devote ourselves to prove Lemma 4.2. We start with the following a
priori bound:
Theorem A.3. Let h˜"x; t : R2 ! R2 satisfy
Ph˜"  rvWh˜"2  0 for x 2 B1=";(A.11)
h˜"x; t ’x for x 2 @B1=";(A.12)
h˜"x;0   "x for x 2 B1=";(A.13)
where W : R2 ! R is a proper C2 function, bounded below, with a finite number
of critical points (denoted by fcigmi1), and such that the Hessian of Wu is positive
semidefinite for juj  K, where K is a fixed real number. Then if h˜"x;0 
 "x is bounded, there is a constant C that depends only on W , ’ and  " such that
jh˜"x; tj  C.
Proof. Consider ‘"x; t  Wh˜"x; t; then
‘"t −Ñ‘"  rvWh˜"  h˜"t −X
i
rvWh˜"  h˜"xixi
 rvWh˜"  h˜"t − W 00h˜"rh˜"  rh˜" −rvWh˜" Ñh˜"
whereW 00 denotes the Hessian matrix ofW . Since h˜" satisfies (A.11), this becomes
(A.14) ‘"t −Ñ‘"  jW 0h˜"j22  W 00h˜"ru  rh˜"  0:
We are going to find bounds over ‘" at the boundary of B1=" and over its
possible interior maxima in terms of max’, K, Wci, and maxW "x.
Since for every jxj  1 it holds that h˜"x; t  ’x and ’ is uniformly
bounded, we have that
‘"x  maxW’x for every x 2 @B1=":
Suppose that ‘" has an interior maximum at x0; t0 and jh˜"x0; t0j 
K. Since x0; t0 is a maximum for ‘", it holds that ‘"tx0; t0  0 andÑ‘"x0; t0  0. We also have by hypothesis that W 00u is positive semidefi-
nite for juj  K, hence
‘"t −Ñ‘"  jruWh˜"j22  W 00h˜"rh˜"  rh˜"  0:
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The inequality is strict (which contradicts (A.14)), unless jruWh˜"j2="2 
W 00h˜"rh˜"  rh˜"  0. If rvWh˜"x0; t0  0, we would have h˜"x0; t0 
ci for some i, therefore Wh˜"x; t  Wci. From this and the previous com-
putations we conclude that ‘" is uniformly bounded.
Since W is a proper function, we have that there is a constant C such that
jh˜"xj  C for x 2 B¯1=";
which finishes the proof. p
By observing that solutions to (4.3)–(4.4)–(4.5) can be written as h"x; t 
h˜"x; t − V~qx, where h˜" is a solution to (A.11)–(A.12)–(A.13) we have the
following result.
Corollary A.4. Let h~qx; t : B1=" ! R2 be a solution to (4.3)–(4.4)–(4.5),
where W : R2 ! R is a proper C2 function, bounded below, with a finite number of
critical points and such that the Hessian ofWw is positive semidefinite for jwj  K,
where K is a fixed real number. Then if h~qx;0   "x is bounded, there is a
constant C that depends only on W , ’, U~q, and  " such that jh~qx; tj  C.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Let
Ct¯1;t¯2B 

w : B¯  t¯1; t¯2! R2 j
w is a uniformly bounded continuous function
}
with the standard sup norm.
Consider some   0 and define
F~q  ; ~q : C;2=MB"−1! C;2=MB"−1
by








HB"−1 x;y; t − s








HB"−1 x;y; t ~qydy .
Notice that Duhamel’s formula implies that fixed points of the function
F~q  ; ~q are solutions to (4.3) in ;   2=M. Hence, in order to prove
Lemma 4.2 we will use the following strategy: For every ,  ~q and appropriate
constants ;M we find a fixed point of F~q  ; ~q in some appropriate space; then
we choose  ~q appropriately so the fixed points (that were found in the previous
step) “glue” together appropriately; we finish by showing that in fact (4.3) holds
in the whole domain, as well as (4.4) and (4.5).
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Claim A.5. If there is a constant M such that jW 00j  M and  ~q is uniformly
bounded, then F~q  ; ~q : C;2=MB"−1 ! C;2=MB"−1 is well defined
for each ~q 2 Q, where Q is given by (4.2). If additionally for any given  and
 2 0;1 we have that t¯ satisfies jt¯ − j  2=M, then F~q  ; ~q is a contraction
mapping with constant  in C;2=MB"−1.
To prove that the function
F~q  ; ~q : C;2=MB"−1! C;2=MB"−1
is well defined, we need to show that F~q  ; ~q maps any uniformly bounded
function into a uniformly bounded function, that is for any function w that satis-
fies jwx; tj  C for all x; t 2 B"−1  ; t¯  it holds that jF~q w; ~qx; tj 
C¯ for all x; t 2 B"−1  ; t¯ .
By continuity of W 0 we have that if supB"−1;t¯  jwx; tj  C; then there is
a constant C1 such that supx;t2B"−1;t¯  jW 0wx; tj  C1 . Using the defini-
tion of V~q, we can also find constants C2 and C3 that jÑV~qj  C2 and jV~qj  C3.
This implies











HB"−1 x;y; t − dy  C3
 C1  C2t¯ −  sup
x2B"−1
j " jx C3  C¯ <1;
for all x; t. Hence F~q  ; ~q is well defined for each ~q 2 Q (where Q is given
by (4.2)).
Now we show that if jt¯ − j  2=M, then F~q  ; ~q is a contraction map-
ping.
Since jW 00j M, we have that
jW 0w1−W 0w2j Mjw1 −w2j:
Then for every x 2 B"−1 and t 2 ; t¯  it holds that
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Then for jt¯ − j  2=M there holds
sup
x;t2B"−1;t¯ 
jF~q w1; ~q−F~q w2; ~qjx; t   sup
x;t2B"−1;t¯ 
jw1−w2jx; t
and F~q  ; ~q : B"−1  ; 2=M ! B"−1  ; 2=M is a contraction
with constant .
We will assume that jW 00j  M and at the end of the proof we will point out
the necessary modifications in the general case. Fix  < 1 and let
i  i2M ;(A.16)
t¯i  i1;(A.17)
F~q;i  F~q  ; ~q;(A.18)
with i  0; : : : ; I, where the constants , I 2 N satisfy TM=2  I 
2t¯M=2. By the definition of i, t¯i we have that t¯I  t¯. We will redefine
t¯I  t¯.
By the previous claim F~q;i is a contraction, hence it has a unique fixed point:
hi~q . That is
(A.19) F~q;ihi~qx; t  hi~qx; t:





~q 2 C1;1=2B"−1  i; i1:
Recursively, hi~q 2 C1. From (A.19) and Duhamel’s formula we can conclude that
(4.3) and (4.4) hold for t 2 i; t¯i. We also have
(A.20) hi~qx; i   i~q x
for x; t 2 B"−1  i; t¯i.
Now define recursively  i~q x:
 0~q x   ~qx;(A.21)
 i~q x  hi−1~q x; i:(A.22)
Then h~qx; t defined by
(A.23) h~qx; t  hi~qx; t for t 2 i; t¯i
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satisfies (4.3) for t , i. Moreover, by writing





HB"−1 x;y; t − t¯i − s






HB"−1 x;y; t − t¯ihi~qy; t¯idy;
standard computations show that h~q satisfies (4.3) for every t. Since h~q also
satisfies (4.4)–(4.5), we have that h~q is the desired solution. In particular, this
implies that h~q is the fixed point of F~q. Uniqueness follows from the fact that
fixed points of contraction mappings are unique.
In order to prove Equation (4.6) we observe that since h~q is a fixed point of
F~q , standard computations imply for any function w~q












The definitions of F~q and F~q imply that







F~q w~qx; − F~qw~qx;   h~qx; − F~qw~qx; :
Using Duhamel’s formula we have
F~q w~q− F~qw~q 
Z
B"−1
HB"−1 x;y; t − h~qy; − F~qw~qy; dy:
Together with Lemma A.1, this implies
sup
B"−1;2=M
jF~q w~q− F~qw~qj  sup
B"−1
jh~qx; − F~qw~qjx; :
Using (A.24) we conclude inequality (4.6)









For the general case (that is when there is no constantM such that jW 00j  M)
we fix K > 0 large enough. Then we replace W for a function W˜ that satisfies:
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 there is an M such that jW˜ 00j  M,
 W˜u  Wu for u  maxf2C;Kg, where C is the constant given by
Theorem A.3,
 W˜ has the same critical points as W .




ÑV~q  0 for x 2 B1=";(A.25)
h~qx  0 for every x 2 @B1=";(A.26)
h~qx;0   "x for x 2 B1=":(A.27)
Moreover, for w~q as in the hypothesis there holds









where F˜~q is analogous to F~q substituting W for W˜ .
However, following the proof Theorem A.3 we also have that jh~qjx; t  C,
where C is the constant given by Theorem A.3. This fact and the construction
of W˜ imply that h" is not only a solution to (A.25)–(A.26)–(A.27), but also to
(4.3)–(4.4)–(4.5) (since within this range W  W˜ ). Moreover, for w~q satisfying
jw~qj  K we will have F˜~qw~q−w~q  F~qw~q−w~q, concluding that (4.6) holds
and finishing the proof of the theorem. p
Theorem A.6. Let h~q be a solution to (4.3)–(4.4)–(4.5), with  0; then there
is a constant K, independent of ~q, such that for every x 2 B1="
(A.28) jDh~qj  K:
Proof. Recall that h~q is vector-valued. We will denote the i-th coordinate
of the vector h~q by hi~q and, similarly, rWh~qi is the the i-th coordinate of
rWh~q. We are going to prove separately for each coordinate, that there is a
constant Ci such that jrhi~qj  Ci.
Let f : fx;y : y  0g ! B1=" be defined by
(A.29) fx;y  1
"
 
x2 y2 − 1
x2  y  12 ;
−2x
x2  y  12
!
:
In complex number notation, we can write for z  x  iy
fz  z − i
z  i :
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Define
(A.30) si~qx;y; t  hi~qf x;y; t:
It satisfies
8
"x2  y  12
dsi~q
dt
−Ñsi~q  − 8"x2  y  12rWh~qi Ñvi
for x 2 R; y > 0;
si~qx;y; t  0 for y  0 or jx;yj ! 1;
s~qx;y;0  0 for y  0 :
Let P˜ be the operator defined by
P˜u  8




Theorem A.3 and the definition of si~q implies that there is a constant C inde-



















wi~qx;0; t  0 for every x 2 R2 and t > 0;






2y  1  0:
Claim A.7. The maximum of wi~q cannot be attained in the interior.
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If the max is attained at some point in the interior, there must hold thatÑwi~q < 0 and dwi~q=dt  0. Hence P˜wi~q  0, which is a contradiction and
finishes the proof of the claim.








x;y; t  C
"
2y  1:






  C" 2y  1:(A.31)
Since the inverse function of f is
f−1w  1 "w
1− "w ;
using (A.30), (A.29) and (A.31) we have (in complex number notation) for any
w 2 B1=" that
(A.32) jrhi~qw; t  1− "w2j  2C
 
1− "2jwj2
1 "2jwj2 − "w  w¯  "
!
;
where w¯ is the conjugate of w.
Similarly, if we define (by performing a rotation of f ):





(A.34) rx;y; t  h~qgx;y; t;
following the same method we obtain
(A.35) jrhi~qw; t  i1 i"w2j  2C
 
1− "2jwj2
1 "2jwj2  i"w − w¯  "
!
:
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Notice that for w away from 1=" and i=" it holds that i1  i"w2 and
1− "w2 are linearly independent as vectors in R2. Fixing some  small enough
and considering w such that jw − i="j   and jw − 1="j  , we have that
1− "2jwj2
1 "2jwj2 − "w  w¯  " and
1− "2jwj2
1 "2jwj2  i"w − w¯  "
are bounded above and below independent of ". Hence
(A.36) jrhi~qw; tj  C for every
w − i"
  ; w − 1"
  :
Now considering rotation of f of  and 32 radians, that is,
f˜ z  −1
"
z − i




z  i ;
and following the same procedure, we find bounds for jrhi~qw; tj near 1=" and
i=", concluding the proof. p
Similarly it follows the result below.
Corollary A.8. Let k~q be defined by (4.13). Then there is a constant K, inde-
pendent of ~q, such that for every x 2 B1
(A.37) jDk~qj  K" :
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